
An Action Packed Dystopian Adventure About
An Ancient Battle Set In Modern Day

In a world torn apart by chaos and destruction, a thrilling dystopian adventure
awaits. Uncover the ancient secrets and confront the intense battle set in modern
times. Brace yourself for an action-packed journey that will keep you on the edge
of your seat.

The Gathering Storm

The story unfolds in a bleak future, where society has crumbled and humanity is
on the brink of extinction. As governments collapse, and resources become
scarce, a secret organization emerges. Known as "The Order," they protect the
world from supernatural threats and aim to preserve knowledge from forgotten
times.
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Our protagonist, Jack Harris, is a young recruit who stumbles upon a hidden
artifact that holds immense power. This discovery triggers a chain of events that
set Jack on a perilous path, leading him to uncover the true history of mankind.
The ancient battle that shaped our world and the hidden forces manipulating
society.

Ancient Secrets and Hidden Clues

As Jack delves deeper into The Order's secrets, he must decipher cryptic clues
and unravel ancient prophecies to understand the nature of the battle he finds
himself caught in. Alongside a group of determined allies, each with their own
unique skills, Jack embarks on a dangerous quest that takes him across the
world.

From forgotten temples in the heart of the Amazon rainforest to hidden bunkers
beneath the bustling streets of Tokyo, Jack and his team travel to the far corners
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of the globe in search of answers. The trail of clues they follow reveals a web of
deception and betrayal, blurring the lines between friend and foe.

The Battle for Survival

As the truth unfolds, Jack realizes that the battle he is a part of is more than just a
clash of civilizations. It is a fight for the very soul of humanity. Ancient beings,
thought to be myth, have returned to claim their dominion over the world. Armed
with otherworldly powers and an insatiable hunger for power, these entities will
stop at nothing to extinguish the flame of mankind's existence.

With every step, Jack becomes more entangled in a web of danger and intrigue.
Betrayals and sacrifices mark his path, as he struggles to decipher who can be
trusted. The fate of humanity rests on his shoulders, and he must reach deep
within to unlock his true potential and save the world from a fate worse than
death.

An Unforgettable Epic

This action-packed dystopian adventure takes readers on an exhilarating ride,
blending elements of ancient mythology, modern technology, and a race against
time. The vivid descriptions of the battle scenes will keep you riveted, as Jack
faces formidable enemies and confronts his own inner demons.

The intertwining of past and present, ancient prophecies and contemporary
struggles, creates a unique backdrop for this thrilling tale. The richly developed
characters bring depth and emotion to the story, making you invest in their
journey and eagerly turning the pages to discover their fate.

The Legacy Lives On



As the story reaches its climax, and Jack makes his final stand against the
ancient forces threatening humanity, the world will never be the same again. An
unforgettable battle will unfold, leaving a lasting impact and a legacy that will be
remembered for generations to come.

So, dear reader, are you ready to embark on this action-packed dystopian
adventure? Join Jack as he uncovers the ancient battle set in modern-day and
fights to save humanity from the brink of annihilation. Prepare for a thrilling
journey filled with suspense, mystery, and heart-pounding action.
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The second in a dystopian thriller series, where modern-day recruits
compete in an ancient fight to the death in the streets of Edinburgh.

New Season. New Rules. Same deadly game...

The Pantheon Games are the biggest underground event in the world, followed
by millions online. New recruits must leave behind their twenty-first century lives
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and vie for dominance in a gruelling battle to the death armed only with ancient
weapons – and their wits.

Last season's new recruits Tyler and Lana have lived to fight another day, but
now they face a series of even more lethal clashes before the Grand Battle that
will bring the Season to a close.

It's survival of the fittest in the most brutal fashion imaginable. As they race
toward the bloody end, Lana must finally face the demons of her past, and Tyler
will have to fight with the mother of all targets on his back...

This action-packed adventure thriller is perfect for fans of Battle Royale and The
Running Man.

Praise for the Pantheon series:

'The Wolf Mile is a thrilling ride and a heck of a debut. C.F. Barrington knocks it
out of the park' Matthew Harffy

'Blurs the boundary between fantasy and real life with authoritative panache. The
moment you ask yourself if it could just be true, the story has you' Anthony
Riches

'Gripping and original – a terrific read!' Joe Heap

'So gripping that I sometimes find myself holding my breath while I'm reading!'
Ruth Hogan

'A brilliant eccentric concept which hits you like a fever dream' Giles Kristian
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